Let T (µ) 1 be the first hitting time of the point 1 by the Bessel process with index µ ∈ R starting from x > 1. Using an integral formula for the density q which exhibit the dependence both on time and space variables. Our result provides optimal uniform estimates for the density of the hitting time of the unit ball by the Brownian motion in R n , which improve existing bounds. Another application is to provide sharp estimates for the Poisson kernel for half-spaces for hyperbolic Brownian motion in real hyperbolic spaces.
Introduction
Bessel processes play a prominent role both in the theory of Brownian motion (see [15] and [11] ) as well as in various theoretical and practical applications. The n-dimensional Bessel process appears quite naturally as the n-dimensional Euclidean norm of Brownian motion; the more intriguing applications are related to the celebrated Ray-Knight theorems describing the behaviour of the local time of Brownian motion in terms of two-dimensional (quadratic) Bessel process (see [18] , [20] or [2] ). There is also an intimate relation between Bessel processes and the geometric Brownian motion [12] (the so-called Lamperti's theorem -see Preliminaries). Bessel processes also appear when representing important jump Lévy processes by means of traces of some multidimensional diffusions (Bessel-Brownian diffusions); see [16] , [4] . Another important application consists of the fact that the hyperbolic Brownian motion, i.e. the canonical diffusion in the real hyperbolic space, can be represented as subordination of the standard Brownian motion via an exponential functional of geometric Brownian motion. Thus, from Lamperti's theorem, the Poisson kernel of half-spaces for hyperbolic Brownian motion can be represented via subordination of the standard Brownian motion by the hitting time of a Bessel process (see [5] ). We exploit this relationship for obtaining the precise bounds of the Poisson kernel of half-spaces for hyperbolic Brownian motion with drift.
Our main goal is to study estimates of the density of the distribution of the first hitting time T (µ) a of a level a > 0 by a Bessel process starting from x > a. Our approach is based on an integral formula for the density of T (µ) a , given in the paper [5] (see also [3] ). This formula, although quite complex, proves to be a very effective one. We deal with processes with nonpositive indices, however our conclusions are valid also for positive ones, since the processes are equivalent on the sigma-algebra generated by the process before hitting 0.
To formulate our results denote by R (µ) = {R (µ) t , t 0} a Bessel process with index µ ∈ R. We note by P (µ) x the probability law of a Bessel process R (µ) with index µ on the canonical paths space with starting point R Our main result is a sharp estimate of the density of the hitting distribution if x > a. By the scaling property of Bessel processes it is enough to consider x > a = 1. The distribution of T (µ) 1 is well known for µ = ±1/2 when both distributions have the 1/2-stable positive distribution with scale parameter λ = x−1, however incomplete for µ = 1/2. Our upper and lower estimates are comparable in both time and space domains. We have the following:
Uniform estimate for a density function of T (µ) 1 .
For every x > 1 and t > 0 we have 1 + log x (1 + log(1 + t x ))(1 + log(t + x)) .
Here f ≈ g means that there exist strictly positive constants c 1 and c 2 depending only on µ such that c 1 f /g c 2 .
Our setup includes the case of the hitting distribution of a unit ball by a Brownian motion starting from the exterior of the ball. To state this result, let σ (n) be the first hitting time of a unit ball by n-dimensional Brownian motion W (n) = {W (n) t , t 0}, i.e.
Uniform estimate for hitting the unit ball by Brownian motion.
For W (n) 0 = x ∈ R n such that |x| > 1 we have
t 3/2 1 t (n−3)/2 + |x| (n−3)/2 , n > 2, for every t > 0. Moreover, we have
.
To the best of our knowledge even for the planar Brownian motion our results are new and considerably complement existing results obtained in [9] (see also [6] ), where the estimates are only sharp in the region t |x| 2 with sufficiently large starting point x. If t < |x| 2 the bound obtained in [9] has an exponential term of the form exp{−c i
} with different constants c 1 , c 2 for the lower and the upper estimate, respectively. We remove this obstacle and provide sharp estimates which are of the same order in the full range of t and x. We also provide sharp estimates for the survival probability P (µ)
The asymptotic result if t → ∞ is due to Hunt [10] in the case of the planar Brownian motion and Port [17] in the context of Brownian motion in higher dimensions. Recently, a result about the asymtotic behaviour of the hitting density for the planar Brownian, when t → ∞, was established by Uchiyama [19] . His result gives a very accurate expansion of the hitting density provided |x| 2 is small relative to t, that is when the exponential term is negligable. When this is not true the error term of the expansion in [19] may be much bigger than the leading term. Therefore our estimate in the case of the planar Brownian motion is much more accurate, when we assume that t is not too large with respect to |x| 2 , since the impact of of the exponential term may be significant and it is reflected in our estimates. Moreover, we give a very exact estimate of the density in the situation when t is small relative to |x| (see Lemma 4 and Remark 1).
The organization of the paper is as follows. After Preliminaries, in Section 3, we provide uniform estimates of the density function of the first hitting time T (µ)
1 . This section is basic for further applications, which are collected in the next section. We first provide the estimates of the survival times of a killed Bessel process and, finally, compute the precise bounds of the Poisson kernel of a halfspace for hyperbolic Brownian motion with drift. Appendix contains various estimates of quantities involved in the basic formula for the density function of T (µ) 1 , which, although quite laborious, but at the same time, are indispensable ingredients of the proof of the main result.
Throughout the whole paper f ≈ g means that there exists a strictly positive constant c depending only on µ such that c −1 g f cg. If the comparability constant will also depend on some other parameters γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . we will write f c ≈ g, c = c(γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . ). Also in a string of inequalities a constant may change from line to line which might not be reflected in notation. Moreover we consistently do not exhibit dependence of c on µ in inequalities of type f cg.
Preliminaries

Modified Bessel functions
Various formulas appearing throughout the paper are expressed in terms of modified Bessel functions I ϑ and K ϑ . For convenience we collect here basic information about these functions.
The modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind are independent solutions to the modified Bessel differential equation
where ϑ ∈ R. The Wronskian of the pair {K ϑ (z), I ϑ (z)} is equal to
In the sequel we will use the asymptotic behavior of I ϑ and K ϑ at zero as well as at infinity. For every ϑ 0 we have (see [1] 9.6.7 and 9.6.12)
For ϑ > 0, we have ([1] 9.6.9 and 9.6.13)
where g(r) ∼ = f (r) means that the ratio of g and f tends to 1. Moreover, in the case ϑ = 0, we have (see [1] 9.6.13)
The behavior of I ϑ and K ϑ at infinity is described as follows (see [1] 9.7.1, 9.7.2)
where the last equality is true for every complex z such that |argz| < 3 2 π.
Bessel process and exponential functionals of Brownian motion
In the following section we introduce notation and basic facts about Bessel processes. We follow the exposition given in [13] and [14] , where we refer the Reader for more details and deeper insight into the subject (see also [18] ). We denote by P (µ)
x the probability law of a Bessel process R (µ) with index µ on the canonical paths space with starting point R
t} be the filtration of the coordinate process R (µ) t . The state space of R (µ) depends on the value of µ and the boundary condition at zero. For simplicity, in the case −1 < µ < 0 (then the point 0 is non-singular), we impose killing condition on 0. However, the exact boundary condition at 0 is irrelevant from our point of view, because we will only consider the process R (µ) up to the first hitting time of the strictly positive level.
Let us denote the first hitting time of the level a > 0 by a Bessel process with index µ
Observe that for µ 0 we have T (µ) a < ∞ a.s. and P (µ)
Using the scaling property of Bessel processes, which is exactly the same as the scaling property of one-dimensional Brownian motion, we get for every b > 0 and t > 0
Therefore, from now on we do assume that a = 1 and x > 1. We denote the density function of T (µ) 1
with respect to Lebesgue measure by q (µ)
We have the absolute continuity property for the laws of the Bessel processes with different indices
Here T (µ) 0 denotes the first hitting time of 0 by R (µ) . If ν 0 then the condition {T (ν) 0 > t} can be omitted. In particular, for ν = −µ, where µ 0 we have
Consequently, for µ 0 and x > 1 we get that
We denote by B = {B t , t 0} the one-dimensional Brownian motion starting from 0 and by B (µ) = {B (µ) t = B t + µt, t 0} the Brownian motion with constant drift µ ∈ R. The process
is called a geometric Brownian motion or exponential Brownian motion with drift µ ∈ R starting from x > 0.
For x > 1 let τ be the first exit time of the geometric Brownian motion with drift µ from the set (1, ∞)
We have τ < ∞ a.s. whenever µ 0 since then inf t 0 B (µ) (t) = −∞. For x > 0 we consider the integral functional
The crucial fact which establishes the relation between Bessel processes, the integral functional A (µ)
x and the geometric Brownian motion is the Lamperti relation saying that there exists a Bessel process R (µ) such that
, t 0.
Consequently, we get
Representation of hitting time density function
We recall the result of [5] , where the integral formula for the density of A (−µ) x (τ ) was given. According to (9) , as immediate consequence, we obtain the formula for q (−µ) x (t). Note also that in the paper [5] different normalizations of Brownian motion and different definition of geometric Brownian motion were used and consequently we have q (−µ) x (t) = q µ (t/2)/2, where q µ (t) is the density function considered in [5] . √ 2πt
where
The function w λ appearing in the formulas is described in terms of the modified Bessel functions K µ and I µ . The function K µ (z) extends to an entire function when µ − 1/2 is an integer and has a holomorphic extension to C \ (−∞, 0] when µ − 1/2 is not an integer. Denote the set of zeros of the function K µ (z) by Z = {z 1 , ..., z kµ } (cf. [7] , p. 62). Recall that
∈ N, k µ is the even number closest to µ − 1/2. The functions K µ and K µ−1 have no common zeros.
The function w λ is defined as a sum of two functions
−λu e −vu udu.
Moreover the moments of κ with respect to w λ (v)dv can be computed in the following way
and, for µ > 1/2, we have
We use also the following representation of q
where l = [µ + 1/2] if µ / ∈ N, and l = µ − 1/2 otherwise.
Uniform estimates of hitting time density function
Throughout of the rest of the paper we denote λ = x − 1. The main result of the paper is the following uniform estimate for a density function of T (µ)
1 . Theorem 2. For every x > 1 and t > 0 we have
Moreover, we have
or equivalently
As corollary, putting µ = n/2 − 1, we get the corresponding result for n-dimensional Brownian motion.
Theorem 3. Let σ (n) be the first hitting time of a unit ball by n-dimensional Brownian motion
for every t > 0. Moreover, we have
The proof of the main theorem follows from Lemmas 6, 7, 8, 9 given below. We use the crucial estimates of the function w λ (v) and its components w 1, λ (v) and w 2, λ (v) given in Appendix (see Lemmas 14, 16 and 17) .
The following lemma provides satisfactory estimates of q (−µ) x (t) in the case when t is small relative to x. Lemma 4. We have the following expansion
where the error term satisfies the following estimate
Moreover, for 0 µ < 1/2 we have
for every x > 1, t > 0.
Proof. By the basic formula (10), with application of (12), we obtain
Observe that, by Lemmas 14, 16 and 17, |w λ (v)| Cx µ−3/2 , which gives the following estimate
This ends the proof of the first claim. For µ < 1/2 observe that
and this completes the proof of the second claim in the case µ < 1/2.
Remark 1. If 1 < x < 2 then the absolute value of the error term is bounded by Ct 3/2 , while for x > 2 it is bounded by C(
2 . Observe also that the density q (−µ) x (t) up to a multiplicative constant is close to the density of the hitting distribution of 1 by the one-dimensional Brownian motion starting from x, when the fraction t x is small with the error precisely estimated by the above lemma. With some additional effort one can show that the error term estimate can not be improved. 
Proof. It is enough to show the above-given convergence for strictly negative indices. The general statement follows from (8). Now we assume that µ > 0 and consider q (−µ) x (t). We define
for every v > 0. If k µ = 0 then the first sum is equal to zero. Using the asymptotic expansion (6) we easily see that
The relation (5) implies that |I µ (u)| c 2 e u √ u and consequently
for every u > 0. Moreover, using the estimates of K ϑ and I ϑ given in Preliminaries, we observe that the function
is bounded, as a function of u, by c 3 e −(v+2)u u 3/2 on [1, ∞) and by c 3 u µ+1/2 on (0, 1) and consequently is integrable on (0, ∞). Using the dominated convergence theorem we get
Using (33) and (39) from Appendix we get that
for some positive θ µ . Next, we take advantage of the following formula of the Laplace transform of w λ (v) (see Lemma 3.1 in [5] )
Thus, taking the limit as x tends to ∞ in the above relation and applying the dominated convergence theorem we get
for every r > 0. Now let c > 0. Observe that lim x/t→c,x→∞ κ 2t = cv. Using (16) and the dominated convergence theorem we get lim x/t→c, x→∞
We have
Multiplying both sides by λ x µ−1/2 , taking limit as x/t → c and x → ∞ and using (17) we get lim x/t→c, x→∞
Lemma 6. For every C > 0 there is a constant c 1 > 0 depending on C and µ > 0 such that
Proof. By Lemma 4 it is enough to consider µ > 1/2. Let 0 < C ′ < C. The fact that the limit given in Proposition 5 exists and is strictly positive implies that for every c ∈ [
is an open cover of the compact set [C ′ , C]. Consequently, there exists a finite subcover
for every C ′ x/t C and x > C * , which proves the lemma for this range of x and t. Choosing small enough the constant C ′ depending on µ we infer that using Lemma 4 we complete the proof in the case x/t C and x > C * . The estimates for x C * and C ′ x/t C can be deduced from the absolute continuity property for Bessel processes with different indices. Indeed, from (7) we have
where c µ =
and exp(−c µ t) exp(−c µ C * /C ′ ). This ends the proof.
In the next lemma we show a result which provides a satisfactory estimate when t is large relative to x. This is done under some additional assumption on µ.
Lemma 7. Suppose that µ − 1/2 ∈ N. We have the following expansion
There is a constant c > 0 such that for t > 0,
Proof. We use the following result proved in Lemma 4.4 of [5] . Let l = µ − 1/2. Then
Let
Using (19) we may write
where we applied (14) in the last step. Observe that
for some constant c. Next,
which together with the estimate (see Lemma 14 in Appendix)
leads to the following bound for H(λ, t):
To complete the proof we need to find the constant C l+1 . Let T (−µ) 0 denote the hitting time of 0 if we start the process from x. Due to the strong Markov property and the scaling property we obtain the following equality of the distributions:
where T are independent. It follows that
Note that by the result of Getoor and Sharpe [8] we know that
Γ(µ+1)2 µ , which implies that
Fom (20) and
we infer
This in turn shows that
and completes the proof.
Remark 2. Let l = µ − 1/2 ∈ N and k ∈ N. Since all moments of κ with respect to w λ (v)dv exist we can write
√ 2πt
for some constant c, depending only on µ and k, where the constants C l+i = C l+i (x) can be found by similar considerations as above. 
Proof. Applying (14) we have
x,2 (t).
The upper estimate of q (−µ)
x,1 (t) is obtained using almost the same arguments as in the proof of (20) in Lemma 7. The resulting bound is of the following form:
Next, we deal with q (−µ)
x,2 (t). Observing that
and using Lemma 16 from Appendix, where the estimate of w λ,2 (v) is provided, we have
We need to effectively estimate the integral
Using the folowing change of variables κ t = s we obtain κ+v 2 vt dv = ds, which yields
Assume that x > 2. Thus, κ = 2λv + v 2 ≈ v(v + x) and
Applying the above change of variables and (22) we obtain
Observing that ∞ 0
ds < ∞ we arrive at
The first integral J 1 (t, x) we trivially estimate
This yields the following estimate
Next, assume that x 2. Thus, κ ≈ v 2 , v 1, and
if t > 1. Obviously this implies that (23) holds in the case x 2. Using this estimate we finally obtain that
A combination of (21) and (24) ends the proof.
Lemma 9. Let µ = 0. For t > 2x,
Proof. Recalling the representation (10) for q (−µ) x (t) and observing that e −κ/2t
Hence, it is enough to estimate the integral
We start with the case x > 2. Due to Lemma 17 (see Appendix) we have
We write
Note that
, v x, which implies
Assume that 2x < t < x 2 . First, we deal with
Combining all the estimates we see that for 2x < t < x 2 we have
Next, we assume that t > x 2 .
Observe that
As a consequence we obtain
Next,
Recall that
Hence, in this case, it is easily seen that the integral J 3 (t, x) dominates and
Summarizing all the estimates obtained for J(t, x) we have that for 4 < 2x < t < x 2 ,
,
This completes the proof in the case x > 2. Finally, assume that 1 < x 2 t. By Lemma 17 (see Appendix) we have
Thus, using the fact that for such range of x we have
Obviously, we have
Hence, for 1 < x 2 t, we have
The proof is completed.
Applications
Survival probabilities of killed Bessel process
In this subsection we introduce uniform estimates for the survival probabilities of Bessel process killed when exiting the half-line (1, ∞). The theorem below is formulated for processes with non-negative indices, however due to (8) we can easily derive the corresponding result for strictly negative indices.
Theorem 10. Let µ > 0. Then, for every t 0 and x > 1, we have
Moreover, for every t 0 and x > 1, we have
Proof. Using (15) we get
The integral J 2 (t, x) can be estimated as follows
Observe also that for t x we have
The fact that for t x the integral J 1 (t, x) vanishes together with the above-given estimates of J 2 (t, x) end the proof in that case. If t < x, then
2 /(2t) we can rewrite J 1 (t, x) in the following way
For x 2 we have
and it means that J 1 (t, x) is dominated by J 2 (t, x) in that region. Consequently, we obtain
whenever t < x and x 2. Moreover, for 1 < x < 2, t < x and (x − 1) > √ t we get
Thus, the integral J 1 (t, x) dominates J 2 (t, x) and we have
Finally, for 1 < x < 2, t < x and (x − 1) √ t we get
Thus
Now we deal with the case µ = 0. We begin with the case of large time t 2. We have to consider three cases. For s t x 2 we have
If 2 t x 2 and additionally x 2, using the above estimate, we have
Finally, for 2 t x 2 with x < 2 we get 2 < t < 4 and we can write
To justify the last approximation observe that, using Lemma 4, we get
and it gives
Moreover, using (25) we also get
Combining all cases we obtain that
In the case of small times t 2 and 1 < x < 2, by Lemma 4, we have
s 3/2 , t s 10.
and thus
Observe also that P (0)
x (T (0) 1 10) ≈ λ by our previous estimates in the case of large times. Hence
Finally, for t 2 and x > 2, using the Markov property, one can easily obtain that
Again combining all the cases we easily obtain
This ends the proof.
Poisson kernel for hyperbolic Brownian motion with drift
Let us consider a half-space model of n-dimensional real hyperbolic space
with Riemannian metric
The Laplace-Beltrami operator associated with the metric is given by
For every µ > 0, we also define the following operator
The hyperbolic Brownian motion (HBM) with drift is a diffusion
we obtain the standard HBM on H n (with 1 2 ∆ H n as a generator).
The structure of the process Y (µ) starting from (ỹ, y n ) ∈ H n can be described in terms of the geometric Brownian motion and integral functional A (−µ) x as follows. LetB = {B t , t 0} be (n − 1)-dimensional Brownian motion starting fromỹ ∈ R n−1 independent from a geometric Brownian motion X (−µ) starting from y n > 0. Then we have
We consider D = {(y 1 , . . . , y n−1 , y n ) ∈ H n : y n > 1} and the first exit time of
where τ = is the first exit time from the set (1, ∞) of a geometric Brownian motion X Theorem 11. For every µ > 0 we have
where y = (ỹ, y n ), y n > 1 and z = (z, 1),z ∈ R n−1 .
Proof. Let us denote by
the Brownian motion transition density in R n−1 , n = 2, 3, . . .. Using the fact thatB and A (−µ) yn (τ ) are independent we obtain
Using the estimates given in (15) we obtain
where ρ = |z −ỹ| 2 + λ 2 2y n , λ = y n − 1. Using (28) (see Appendix) we can see that
2y n |z −ỹ| 2 + λ 2 1 and
Combining both estimates and using the formula for the hyperbolic distance we obtain
Remark 3. The operator ∆ µ is strongly elliptic operator on every bounded (in hyperbolic metric) subset of H n . Consequently, the hyperbolic Poisson kernels of such set are comparable with Euclidean ones. However, considered set D is unbounded in H n and the general comparison results can not be applied. Besides, the function P (µ) (y, z) for µ = 1/2 is no longer comparable with Euclidean Poisson kernel of upper half-space and the difference in behavior of those two functions is described by the factor 
APPENDIX
where c = c(ν).
it is enough to prove the lemma for d = 1. Assume that b 1. Then
which is an equivalent form of (28) in the case
which is exactly (28) in the case b < d = 1. Note that in all comparisons above the constant c is dependent only on ν.
Lemma 13. Let 0 a 1. Then for every v > 0 we have
If additionally av 1 then
Proof. Let
First, assume that av < 2 then
which ends the proof (29) in the case av < 2.
We assume now that av 2. Observe that for every q, r ∈ R, from the fact that (qr/ √ r 2 + 1 − √ r 2 + 1) 2 0 we get
This implies that 1 (log v − log s) 2 + 1 log 2 s + 1
Consequently, we obtain
On the other hand we get 1 − log u du 
We have just proved that
Combining (31) and (32) we complete the proof of (30).
5.2
Estimates of w 1, λ and w 2, λ Lemma 14. There exist constants c = c(µ) > 0 and θ µ > 0 such that
Proof. Recall that the set of zeros of the function K µ (z) is denoted by Z = {z 1 , ..., z kµ }. For every z i ∈ Z we have ℜz i < 0 and the set Z is finite. Consequently, there exists constant c 1 > 0 such that for every i = 1, . . . , k µ we have
Moreover, using (6), the constant c 1 can be chosen to ensure that for every x 2 we have
Hence there are c 2 > 0 and θ µ = − max i {ℜz i } > 0 such that
Let us define for u > 0 and x > 1:
The function S µ appears in the formula for w 2,λ and consequently, the uniform estimates of the function S µ , which are given in the next Lemma, are crucial to get the estimates of the function w 2,λ given in Lemma 16 for µ > 0 and in Lemma 17 in the case µ = 0.
Lemma 15. For µ 0 we have
There are constants c 1 and c 2 such that for µ 0, 1 < x < 2 and u > 0 we thus obtain
There is a constant c 1 such that for µ > 0, x > 2 and u > 0 we have
There is a constant c 1 such that for µ = 0, x > 2 and xu > 1 we have
For µ = 0, x > 2 and xu < 1 we have
Proof. Write for u > 0
Then by (1) we have
we obtain from the Lagrange theorem
The quantity θ here has the property 1 θx x. This and the monotonicity of the function K µ , give the estimate (34). The estimate (35) is a direct consequence of the limiting behaviour of the function K µ . To prove (36) and (37) note that the function g(x, u) =
as a function of x is decreasing. Hence for x > 2,
For u > 1 we have, by Lemma 15, S µ (x, u) cλe u , which yields the following upper bound.
Applying Lemma 12 to the above estimates we arrive at
Combining both integrals we obtain The third integral can be estimated for v > 0 as follows. log(x + 1) log(v + 2)(log(x + 1) + log(v + 2))
, v > 0.
Proof. Let us denote
f (x, v) = 1 x(v + 1) 3/2 (v + x) 1/2 log(x + 1) log(v + 2)(log(x + 1) + log(v + 2)) .
We write The estimates of J 3 (x, v) are exactly the same as the corresponding estimates proved in Lemma 16. Hence, for x 2,
and for 1 < x < 2,
To estimate J 2 (x, v) for x > 2 observe that for xu 1 and u < 1, S 0 (x, u) ≈ e xu √ xu K 0 (u) ≈ e xu √ xu (1 − log u). This follows from the asymptotic expansions for I 0 and K 0 (see (2) and (3) , v x,
where the last step is a consequence of (30) with a = 1/x. Next, 
where, again, the last step is a consequence of (30) with a = 0. For x < 2 and 1/x u < 1, by Lemma 15, we have S 0 (x, u) ≈ λ hence J 2 (x, v) ≈ λ 
Finally, for 0 < u < 1/x we have, by Lemma 15, S 0 (x, u) ≈ log x, x > 0 and consequently using (29), with a = 1/x, we obtain J 1 (x, v) ≈ log x 
≈ log x (v + x) 2 (log 2 (v + x) + 1) .
We are now ready to estimate the function −w λ (v). At first we consider 1 < x < 2. Taking into account that log x ≈ λ, using (44) and (45) w arrive at J 1 (x, v) + J 2 (x, v) ≈ λ 
